(June 3, 2016)
In order to further improve the lines of communication and to respond to the concerns between
the National VA Council and you our members, I have established a National VA Council
Briefing. This NVAC Briefing will bring you the latest news and developments within DVA and
provide you with the current status of issues this Council is currently addressing. I believe that
this NVAC Briefing will greatly enhance the way in which we communicate and the way in which
we share new information, keeping you better informed.
Alma L. Lee
National VA Council, President
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FEDSMILL -"Respect for Employee Rights, Ideas, Insights,

Participation and Unions Generates the Power to Improve Government"
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OVERCOMING LR INCOMPETENCE
Here is our hypothetical. Assume that the union files a grievance alleging a violation
of regulation or contract, wins a big back pay award at arbitration, and it is upheld by
FLRA when LR files exceptions. Since the courts have no jurisdiction to review an
FLRA decision on contract, regulatory or most statutory violations, the case is
closed. No more appeal options? Or is it over? Continue reading →
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FLRA’S CONFLICTING BACK PAY CRITERIA

Assume that the head of a large federal employee office somewhere in the Midwest
suddenly decided to change employee shift hours. Instead of everyone’s shift being 8 to
5:30 every day, she announced that on Monday and Friday of each week their shift
would be 7 to 4:30. When the union gets ahold of that information the wheels will start
turning identifying how it can challenge that decision and the remedy they want. If the
change was made unilaterally, it is a ULP. But if the change also violates a federal
regulation or contract provisions it is a grievance unrelated to a ULP. What too many
practitioners do not realize is that the decision to file a ULP or grievance has a very big
impact on whether the employees will get back pay—thanks to a rarely talked about
clash of FLRA precedents. Continue reading →

